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MORE PIRATES DAY ! YES THOSE ARE 
CANNONS AT THE READY!!! 



 

Is it my imagination or are the Pirates 
getting younger?!



 

When Cruising Sailors Resort to Racing 
By Ed Stoll 

“Blue to the Mast, True to the Last” – is an old adage used to 
identify the French tricolor (vertical stripes: red, white, and blue) 

vs. other ensigns.  For example, the Dutch ensign is also red, white, 
and blue stripes but laid horizontally instead of vertically, red on 

top and blue on the bottom.  When cruising in foreign waters, 
visiting yachts are supposed to fly a courtesy flag of the country 

they are visiting from their starboard spreader halyard.  To 
economize, some cruising sailors might sew an extra grommet in 
the top right corner of their French ensign so it could be rotated 



ninety degrees and double as a Dutch ensign.  That was particularly 
handy in a place like St. Martin / St. Maarten, an island in the 

Leeward Islands that is half French and half Dutch.  An 
international border cuts across the island and with it comes the 

obligatory customs and immigration procedures.  And north of St. 
Martin, just five miles across the Anguilla Channel, lies the British 
Overseas Territory of Anguilla.  Here, one can get by with flying 

the British Blue Ensign with its Union Jack in the upper hoist 
quadrant.  It’s close enough to pass muster; although the official 
ensign has the additional 2-tone, white and turquoise shield of 

Anguilla with three orange dolphins leaping in a circle.  Back in 
the “old days”, it was rare to encounter another boat while cruising 

Anguilla so it didn’t really matter that much. 
Sailing in the Leeward Islands, the cruising sailor quickly learns 
the ropes of clearing customs and immigration.  Approaching a 
port of entry, the yellow “Q”, or quarantine flag is flown on the 

starboard spreader halyard above the courtesy flag of the country 
you are entering.  After anchoring, the skipper goes ashore with the 
ship’s papers, crew list, and passports in search of the appropriate 
authorities, hopefully within walking distance from the landing 

quay.  Once the formalities are satisfied and appropriate fees have 
been paid, the “Q”-flag comes down and landfall is officially 

celebrated.  This hard chore at the end of a long sail, possibly after 
multiple days at sea, becomes routine after a while.  You even learn 

to tweak your sheets and mind the helm in order to arrive early 
enough to avoid any overtime charges.  So, if there are flags 

involved and you’re in a hurry, could this be called “racing”? 
We are all familiar with sailboat racing around a prescribed course 

laid out with brightly colored buoy markers, often in site of the 
harbor and well attended by safety vessels.  If this rigidly-

monitored competition, with its prescribed rules and regulations, 
could somehow be modified to test the skills required of cruising 

sailors, then I wonder what that might look like?  I recall the 
annual Christiansted to Buck Island Race on St. Croix which began 



with all the competing sailboats anchored in front of the town 
wharf, and at the gun one crew member had to swim out from the 
quay and get aboard before the anchor was broke out under sail. 
 Like the pirates they were, soon trip lines were being added to 

quicken the anchor hoist and speedsters from the high school swim 
team were being drafted.  But my version of a bona fide cruiser’s 

race would surely include clearing customs and immigration.   
Twice: once at the start and again at the finish.  Maybe throw in 

one leg through an uncharted channel of patch coral reefs requiring 
eyeball navigation.  And to make it even more challenging, 

prescribe a medical emergency for one of the crew, preferably one 
requiring the victim to heavily self-medicate.  I leave it to others to 
judge what might pass for an appropriate affliction and remedy. In 
my experience, most cruising sailors do in fact know how to get 
the most speed out of their heavier displacement hulls with lower 

aspect ratio rigs, at least when they are forced to do so by 
unforeseen circumstances.  Such an occasion for haste happened 

many years ago to me and my first mate in the Leeward Islands.  It 
began on one peaceful evening in an anchorage behind a breaking 

reef northwest of Anguilla. 
After spending the previous night anchored in Road Bay, the port 
of entry for Anguilla, we had sailed out to the Prickly Pear Cays, 
six nautical miles to the northwest.  Arriving at mid-day, we had 
excellent light to read the water as we conned our way through a 
narrow cut between two small cays and into the unmarked “S”-
shaped channel into the sheltered reef north of East Prickly Pear 

Cay.  Surrounded by coral heads, a clearing of smooth white sand 
in two fathoms of water provided excellent holding.  To keep from 

swinging too close to the coral we set a second anchor.  Atlantic 
Ocean swells were breaking on the continuous reef out in front of 

our bow.  In an age before these cays were later to become a 
protected marine park, only a handful of adventuresome cruisers 
ever visited this pristine reef.  We were all alone, until just before 
sunset.  A French sailboat approached from the south, and in the 



really poor light was able to miraculously feel their way into the 
anchorage.   Such panache.  It was obviously a charter boat, almost 

brand new and much too clean and tidy for a liveaboard.  It’s 
young and attractive crew of two, both fashion model material, 

turned out to be real Parisians.  Philippe and Anäis invited us over 
to share a bottle of Muscadet they had brought from Martinique at 
the beginning of their charter.   It felt like we had been teleported 

into a posh advertisement for Condé Nast Traveler magazine.  The 
setting sun and rhythmic motion of a proper yacht at anchor, a 

bottle of wine, and the beautiful sound of Anäis speaking French. I 
didn’t understand a word, but it was lovely. It was one of those 
“Toto, I’ve a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore” moments. 

That evening, after we had returned to the more proletariat 
existence of our 20-year-old liveaboard sloop, my first mate was 

suddenly struck with a terrible toothache.  It was as if the Evil 
Witch of the West had descended with her full squadron of flying 

monkeys.  Immediately, the pain became so intense that she 
rummaged through our stash of prescription strength 

pharmaceuticals that we had bought over the counter in the 
Dominican Republic.  Even after dosing herself with strong pain 

pills and antibiotics, she had restless night.  Urgent to find a 
dentist, we ruled out Anguilla because all we had seen there were 

empty beaches and one small village.  St. Martin would be a better 
bet with more modern medical facilities available.  To get there, we 

would have to sail first to Road Bay to clear out of customs on 
Anguilla and then sail over to Marigot on St. Martin.   

Dawn came and went.  I didn’t have enough “French” in my 
psyche to permit leaving a reef anchorage before the sun was high 
enough to read the water.  So, we waited until almost 9:00 am to 

retrieve our anchors and snake our way into open water.  Once we 
set sails, it was if a starting gun had fired and we were off to the 

races.  Sheets were trimmed, telltales streaming, and weather helm 
adjusted.  It was shaping up to be a glorious tradewinds day in the 
Leeward Islands with 25-knot easterly winds.  Thus began the first 



windward leg of our race to find a dentist.  With the first reef in the 
main and our working jib we sailed close hauled on a port tack 

toward Anguilla’s western peninsula.  Passing close to leeward of 
Sandy Island we tacked over to starboard toward Road Bay.  One 

more tack brought us up to the anchorage at Sandy Ground in front 
of the commercial wharf.  By then it was almost eleven o’clock in 
the morning.  After a quick trip to the wharf in the dinghy, it took 
just ten minutes to clear out of Anguilla, outbound for St. Martin. 

 Our first “mark” was rounded. 
Battling through the pain, my first mate trimmed the sheets as I 

tended the helm on a wing-and-wing run to the west end of 
Anguilla.  We surfed on the following seas, running parallel just 
offshore of some of the most beautiful beaches in the world.  The 
small island of Anguillita at the western tip of Anguilla was our 
leeward mark.  Rounding, we were on our second windward leg, 

slicing into the tradewinds and current of the Anguilla Channel.  It 
was a wet slog with bow spray coming into the cockpit.  Close 

hauled and being set by the current, we managed to hold our port 
tack across the channel to Pointe Falaise on the western end of 

Marigot Bay.  Executing a faultless tack to starboard toward Fort 
St. Louis, an 18th century cannon emplacement overlooking the 

village of Marigot, we sailed across the bay.  Another snappy tack 
brought us up into Marigot Bay.  Cries of pain from the first mate 
ruled out fiddling with any more tacks so the sails were quickly 

dropped and we motored up to the front of the fleet of liveaboard 
boats and dropped the hook.  After just five hours, we had covered 
over 20 nautical miles of mostly open water sailing to windward, 

and cleared customs in the bargain. 
But we didn’t get the finishing horn just yet.  With the anchor 

down just after 2:00 pm, we still had to clear into St. Martin and 
find a dentist.  Thankfully, the customs official was at his post in 

the small hut on the wharf, and not in some patisserie on his lunch 
break.  Upon hearing of our emergency, he stamped our passports 

and waived our clearance fees, “Vive la France”!  At a nearby 



tourist information booth, we were given directions, in English, to 
a clinic on the road out of town toward Grand Case.  It was within 

walking distance.  By four o’clock my first mate had her pain 
relieved.  It turned out that the dentist was Dutch, his services 

shared by both sides of this two-nation island.  Thankfully, today 
he was on the French side.  My brave mate had her tooth drilled, 
without any Novocaine; none was offered.  The abscessed tooth 
was drained and she was given more pain killers and antibiotics. 
 Since this island has socialized medicine, no one knew what to 
charge a non-resident.  In the end it cost us $10 U.S. for the first 
visit, and for each of the two following visits.  The antibiotics 

worked, the tooth was saved, and my first mate came away with a 
new filling.  She was back to her happy self again. 

So again, to consider the question of whether cruising can be like 
racing?  If you give credit for all those bits involving raising the 
right courtesy flag, finding your way in a strange port where they 
speak another language, peering into the water to avoid crashing 

into a coral head, anchoring, and arriving before the customs office 
closes, then it most certainly is.  And there is the sailing part too.  It 
may not be sailing rings around a course and it hasn’t a rule book. 

 But cruising it is still about getting from a “start” to a “finish”. 
 But it’s most likely that where you begin and where you end up 

are far away from each other.  Therein lies the sublime difference. 



Women, Wind & Waves holds first sail training event 
for 2021. 
Women Wind & Waves Adventure Sail!

by: Liz Keenen


The ladies of Women Wind & Waves met on Sunday, August 15 for an adventure 
sail to the Medium Island.  There were 11 ladies of all sailing abilities, including 
several who had never sailed solo previously!  The wind was just perfect for a nice 
afternoon sail.  Thank you to Sally Fortson who guided the group through rigging a 
JY15, as well as thanks to Kate Anderson and Liz Keenen who offered on water 
coaching.The group will be meeting again on Sunday, August 29 for another small 
boat sail!  All female members of KSC are welcome and encouraged to come out 
and join us!




Upcoming Events 

August 26th - Thursday Evening Racing @ 5:30pm 

August 28th - KSC Sunfish Saturday @ 12:00 pm 

August 29th - Women, Wind & Waves @ 1:30 pm 

September 2nd - Thursday Evening Racing @ 5:30pm 

September 4th - Labor Day Shrimp Boil @ 6:00pm 

     - Fright Series #2 @ 1:30 pm 

September 9th - Thursday Evening Racing @ 5:30pm 

September 11th - Fright Series #3 @ 1:30 pm 

September 16th - Thursday Evening Racing @ 5:30pm 

September 18th - KSC Board of Stewards Meeting @ 10:00am 

                              - KSC Sunfish Saturday @ 12:00pm 

  

Five MC Scows at rest after tune-up races.                                
Photo courtesy of Kyran Dowling 



Safety Committee Update 

At the July Board of Stewards (BOS) meeting the Board approved a change to the KSC 
Operating Policy requiring any kayak, canoe or paddle board stored on club property to 
have contact information attached.  US Coast Guard (USCG) developed labels have been 
provided for this purpose but members are free to use any method as as the information 
provided on the craft identifies the owner name and contact phone number(s). 
lacking contact phone numbers which is a critical component of the USCG requested 
identification.   

Response by our members has been excellent with a significant number of the kayak/
boards already labeled over the last month.  However, several of the labeled craft are 
lacking contact phone numbers which is a critical component of the USCG requested 
identification 

By policy the USCG auxiliary responsible for Lake Keowee and Lake Hartwell is required to 
initiate search and rescue efforts for any unattended kayak, canoe of paddle board found in 
the lake. Being able to contact the owners can significantly aid the USCG in focusing their 
rescue efforts. Please check to ensure that you have provided both owner name and 
contact Phone numbers. 

SAFE USE OF ELECTRICITY ON DOCKS 
Another safety topic for member attention is related to the safe use of electricity on the KSC 
docks. 

KSC Operating Policy Section V.10 describes the Electrical Safety requirements to be 
followed by club members.  

Section V.10.3 of the policy specifically requires any extension cord attached to club outlets 
to be at least 12 gauge (AWG) and rated for outdoor use.  

Recently there have been several instances of club members using 14 AWG or 16 
AWG extension cords which pose a potential fire hazard. 
The dock outlets have Ground Fault protection with trip setting of 20 Amps and the 14 and 
16 AWG cables are not rated to carry 20 amps.  

Please ensure you are using properly rated extension cords.  If you have any question 
contact the Safety Committee Chair at (864) 784-0478 or e-mail terry908@att.net. 

mailto:terry908@att.net


Be sure to check out the new 
Membership Roster

on the 
KSC Website

Fill out the “Update Contact 
Information” Form so that all your 

contact information is the way 
you want it!

Chris Zander really did yeoman’s duty to 
get this document up and going.  

It has a different look and the features are a little different 
from our old one but this will be so much easier to update.  

Many thanks in advance to Nancy Hackett for putting all 
the new information in as it reaches her on the Update 
Forms.

Remember, the updated information comes from you so be 
sure to fill out the “Update” form and Submit!



Commodore’s Corner

As the Year Winds Down — at Breakneck Speed! 

 Summer time activities are in full swing at the moment as members enjoy all that 
KSC has to offer.  The traditional Labor Day Shrimp Boil event will wrap up the last of 
the club-wide social events but sailing is a year round activity on Lake Keowee.  Check 
the calendar for upcoming racing opportunities and plan to join your fellow club 
members for weekend sails as the doldrums of the hot summer give way to pleasant 
sailing breezes! 
 It’s hard to realize that even though it is only August, KSC is beginning many 
important end-of-year tasks — there is still a lot left to do!  At the September BOS 
meeting the members of the nominating committee will be announced and they will 
begin accepting nominations for Flag Officers (Commodore, Vice Commodore, 
Secretary and Treasurer) and Stewards.  The change in By Laws last year reflected a 
need for more continuity in leadership and so we have three Stewards continuing on 
the Board from 2021 and three additional Stewards will be elected to serve two year 
terms, 2022 and 2023.  Stewardship of KSC is a commitment to serve the best interests 
of the club and ensure that decisions are made thoughtfully.  It is a wonderful way to 
add your expertise to a group of individuals committed to the welfare of KSC. 
 You may submit your own name to the nominating committee or nominate 
another member you believe will be an asset to the Board.  (If you nominate someone 
other than yourself, be sure you have asked if they are willing to run and serve!)  No 
nominations will be taken from the floor during BOS meetings.  You must contact a 
member of the nominating committee.  Candidates must be Regular members in good 
standing (check the ByLaws).  The slate of candidates will be announced at the 16 
October BOS meeting.  The ballot will be sent to all voting members within 2 weeks of 
the October meeting.  Completed ballots will be accepted until 10:00 am on 20 
November (BOS meeting)  and results will be counted and announced at the end of 
that meeting. 
 I hope all of you will consider what you can bring to the stewardship of KSC.  We 
need members with a variety of skills and insights who can contribute to the handling 
of a wide range of situations.  If you look at the composition of any past Board, you will 
see members who are eager to support many aspects of KSC.  As a club that depends 
on the “Self-Help” principle, we have so many opportunities to serve!  Take advantage 
of your opportunity this year. 

All Hands On Deck!



Photo by Chris Fink 

First Race of 2021 Fright Series 

       The Annual Racing Awards Event was held Saturday evening, 21 
August.  A spread of heavy hors d’oeuvres was served followed by the 
announcement  of winners for the 2021 Hot Ruddered Bums and 
Simmer Series. 

2021 HRB 
PHRF A        PHRF B 
1st Rob Baldwin J24      1st John Wohlwend 
2nd Greg Baker J70 
Terry Keane J22 

Flying Scot       Open Dinghy (MC Scow) 
1st Bob Graves      1st Kyran Dowling 
2nd Rick Harper      2nd Rob Andrew 
3rd Sandy Eustis      3rd Kirk Elliot 



Labor Day KSC Low Country Boil 
by Leslee Hiller 
Come for the annual Low Country Boil on September 4th at 6:00. 
Feel free to bring appetizer or dessert! 

Buoy and Long Distances races will be held.  Skipper's Meeting at 
1:00 in the Pavilion. 

2021 Simmer 

PHRF A        PHRF B 
1st Hank Goodman Tempest    1st David Ruchala Cal 28 
2nd Rick Harper Moore 24    2nd Phil Cook Merit 22 
3rd John Rice Ultimate 20 

Flying Scot       Open Dinghy (MC Scow) 
1st John Sensor       1st Kyran Dowling       
2nd Bob Graves      2nd Rod Andrew 
3rd Sandy Eustis      3rd Mike Neidig


